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ABSTRACT 

Content Grounded Image Retrieval( CGIR) has lately a short time attained further attention because 

of its number of operations in image operation, medical database and web hunt. In this proposed 

system, for the generation of image content descriptor, Content Based Image Retrieval( CBIR) take 

the advantage of low position complexity Ordered – Dither Block Truncation Coding( ODBTC). 

Image features are proposed to indicator an image. One is the ColorCo-occurrence point( CCF) and 

the other is Bit Pattern Features( BPF). Support Vector Machine( SVM) is proposed as machine 

literacy algorithm can be classifying the quantified uprooted point image. An image reclamation 

system is a computer system for browsing, searching and reacquiring images from a large pall 

database of digital images. utmost traditional and common styles of image reclamation use some 

system of adding metadata similar as entitling', keywords. Homemade image reflection is time- 

consuming, laborious and precious; to address this, there has been a large quantum of exploration 

done on automatic image reflection. also, the increase in social web operations and the semantic web 

have inspired the development of several web- grounded image reflection toolsKeywords: Color Co-

occurrence Feature, Ordered – Dither Block Truncation Coding, Content Based Image Retrieval.

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The capability to search out images continues to come more important as the number of 

available images rises drastically. still, it's impracticable for humans to marker every image available 

and mandate which images are analogous to which other images. thus, there's a drive to educate 

computers to learn how images are related while minimizing mortal work. The normal approach is to 

use the low position features of the images like colour, textures, and edges() to try to prognosticate the 

parallels between images. Unfortunately, there's a semantic gap between what the low position 

features show and the high position features that represent what a mortal understands from the image. 

Content- grounded image reclamation( CBIR) attempts only to the low position features(), to 

overcome that we will use Region grounded image reclamation. The RBIR is acted as the ground 

between these orders. Its substantially concentrate on the high position point of an image, from that 

the stoner can get applicable feedback( 1) from the requested query from an image database. This 

paperoutlines a methodology of building Region based image retrieval and the features of an image by 

automatically extracting and querying colour related information onimages [1, 2]. 

2. RELATED WORK 

Content- grounded image reclamation( CGIR), a fashion which uses visual contents to search 

images from large scale image databases has been an active exploration area for the last decade. 

Content Grounded Image Retrieval is the reclamation of images grounded on visual features similar 

as colour and texture[3,4,5]. Reasons for its development are that in numerous large image databases, 

traditional styles of image indexing have proven to be inadequate, laborious, and extremely time 

consuming. These old styles of image indexing, ranging from storing an image of the database and 

associating it with a keyword or number, to associating it with a distributed description, have come 
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obsolete [6,7,8]). This isn't in CBIR. In CBIR, each image that's stored in the database has its features 

uprooted andcompared to the features of the query image. It involves two steps: 

1.Point birth The first step in the process is rooting image features of a distinguishable extent.  

2.Matching The alternate step involves matching these features to yield a result that's visually 

analogous. But in that situation the CBIR supports only on the low position image and it allows only 

the textual reflection of an image occasionally it doesn't supports the stoner entered query. To 

overcome this we will introduce the RBIR conception 

3. METHODS 

The colour play on important categories for image retrieval HSV colour correlogram feature 

is used to denote the colour depth, the distance between the pixel set and compresses colour, 

generalize the distance contain the dominent colours instead of taking all the quantized colours used 

for original descriptors. 

The calculation about the pixels range of an input image. With the help of this only we can 

identify the image quality and the colour correlogram percentage of the original image. 

By detecting the corner of the image we can easily separate the foreground image(A,B) with 

the background image(I,J), then (Ac,Bd)intersect with (ik,jl) with various value of C,D,K,L=0 to 

number of intersecting pixels. By detecting various position. We can able to separate foreground from 

background which increases the retrieval effect. 

Here the normalization has been done with the intensity value; the linear normalization[9,10] 

has done for the gray scale digital value of the images. New co-ordinate values has been found with 

increases the effect of the image. 

Mean and standard deviation are important factor for analyzing the basic information of the 

image pixel, when we consider the basic value of pixel the variation of the pixel value will be high if 

we consider the original value solution will not be effective so mean value should be found it is done 

by adding total number of pixel value and divide by the total number of pixel[11,12]. Homogeneity 

means same can be define as local homogeneity and total homogeneity. Local homogeneity is used to 

find the similarity in between the region; image has been divided in to various regions to find the 

homogeneity of the image pixel level comparison is made if pixel level comparison is same then 

region level comparison is performed if both are same then we can saw the local homogeneity has 

obtained, after homogeneity checked between all region of the image if all or maximum region is 

same then we can obtain the total homogeneity[13,14,15].  

4. RESULT ANALYSIS 

 
Figure1: Mean and standard deviation of pixel values 

Standard deviation is found (figure 1) by from the calculated mean value is subtracted from 

the observed value then square each of differences and add that column then divide by total number of 

samples subtract by one resultant value is an variance by taking square root of variance we get the 

standard deviation use to find spread of data of average. Here the pixel meaning can be finding 

effectively (figure 2). 

Above table reprsent various mean value and standard valve has entered ,from that value 

colour mean and colour standard deviation has been calculated from the graph we can calculate the 
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relationship between same and different group of images if colour between various region is standared 

and colour in between the region is same then deviation value will be high. 

Contrast level is mainly used for have standared visual effect of the image, contarct level is 

low then image will appear darken then if contrast level is high then we will have light image have 

effect of white screen , so contrast level should be maintained to increase  visibility of the image result 

in good result.center of region has meaning of interest point which has similar point in an region 

which help us to find an common area.  

 
Figure2: Relationship between various pixels and inter pixel strength 

Correlation used to prove the availability of required data if we know the similarity then availability 

can be easily checked if two pixel vaue is correlated we can predict one after other.energy leads to 

know the strength of the image , the image strength can be found how effective the data is used in real 

world if strength is higher then effect of data is good so the retrival data will be effective. 

By considering the contrast, centre of region (COR), correlation, energy and homogeneity of 

an image we can able to know the complete information of an image both the low level feature and 

high level feature. By having the low level feature we can able to predict the similarity between 

various regions which will be helpful to increase the retrieval rate. 

The training data considered in figurehas COR as similar value, correlation is good to analyze 

neighbour data and value has been analyzed in a cluster which has less homogeneity and good entropy 

for an image.  

Cluster is nothing but grouping a data under a relation and has link with all surrounding data. 

Here all image is taken and stored in an database, then clustering performed with the image here 

similar image will be grouped by common reference name  when query image checked for similarity 

then particular cluster with similarity will check first to increase the performance. 

Shows the various groups of images compared with query image by various cluster formation 

here the occurrence of the image has been analyzed.The similarity occurrence has evaluated in that 

particular cluster building and tiger has high hit and possibility of river is high at an level of retrieval. 

 

 
Figure 3: Cluster Retrieval and Non Retrieval Representation 
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The features, hit, miss of the various clustered image is taken for the retrieval the fuzzy c-

means algorithms link with all the clustered images, when retrieving the image the features from all 

the cluster were searched and the similar feature images were retrieval then it shares the output of the 

similar image for the query image figure 3. 

Performance of c-means Algorithm: 

By considering query and the data set for various images. Building,Tiger, Flower, valley flag 

with various cluster differnce for building the cluster difference occurred as 3.6133e-05 and for tiger 

the cluster difference will be 3.2838e-04 and for flower the clustercluster difference is 1.5856e-04 and 

for valley the cluster difference will be 5.3138 e-05 and for flag the cluster difference will be 4.2692e-

04. 

CONCLUSIONIn this paper, the CBIR require manual text annotation of each image in a database, 

but in textual annotation is inadequate and ambiguous for image database search and also it’s a 

language depended. These problems can be handled with the help of proposed techniques like RBIR, 

Content Analysis and Indexing, Colour Correlogram, C-Means Clustering Algorithm. In that the 

RBIR supports both the query by keyword and query by region of interest, from that the textual 

annotation is faced and handled successfully. The user entered queries are analysed based on the 

content analysis and the analysed queries are retrieved from the database with the help of indexing 

method. From that the spatial information of a colour image is handled with the help of colour 

correlogram technique and finally the centre of the image is locate from the database with the help of 

fuzzy C-means algorithm.  
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